The feelings and experiences
Huathe forest school level 3 training
Hello, I’m Mango.My Chinese name is Pan Jieli. I am honored to be a Chinese
student of Elizabeth Swift and Carol Middleton. I have a good partner —Xiao Jun.
He is my boss and also my classmate.We were trained the Forest School
Programme Leadership (Level 3
Certificate) in November 2017. So
happy to get the certificate of Level 3
Forest School Leadership through
more than a year of practice.
I learned a lot of knowledge and
skills about forest school with
teachers during the half month I
spent.Knowing the history and
development of forest school, knowing how to play with children in the forest,
knowing how to do a forest education program, knowing how to be a qualified
forest teacher.
I was deeply affected by the temperament of Elizabeth and Carol, I could feel their
connection with nature. They are excellent forest guiders. And so glad to meet
friends from different places through the training, especially knowing my current
boss and my good sister in Fujian. We all love forest education and hope that real

forest education can be developed in China. Well, Carol and Elizabeth have been
supporting us online, giving us timely guidance. I am very grateful to meet you, to
meet Huathe forest school level 3 training.
When we apply what we learn to our teaching, our children are more creative,
imaginative, independent and confident than we can imagine. Children is the
leader in the forest class, the teacher just a helper. It's incredible! What an
excellent they could be when we let them free play! This is the charm of forest
education.
And now, Xiao Jun and I are practicing the concept of British forest education in
Beijing's Muye forest school.More and more parents can see the changes forest
schools bring to their children.We are trying to bring education suitable for
children's nature to everyone, which is a very glorious thing!
Finally, I am very grateful to meet forest education, meet this Level 3 training,
glad to know Elizabeth Swift and Carol Middleton , and meet my partner -- Xiao
Jun.
If you want to visit China's forest school, welcome to Beijing Muye Forest.

